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MARIRÌ MARTINENGO and MARIE-THÉRÈSE GIRAUD, The Legacy of the
Troubadours: From the Troubadours to Les Precièuses (La herencia de las
trovadoras: de las trovadoras a las preciosas, p.19). Regarding books, it turns
out that, throughout time, women have been sometimes present, sometimes
absent. But our historiographical hypothesis, which concentrates its attention
on the relational contexts, shows how women and men belonging to a spe-
cific chronological and geographical panorama interact, collaborate and en-
ter into conflict. Because if the attention towards the personage, the event and
the date is displaced, to the process that prepared the personage, the event
or the date, women also appear. According to this hypothesis, past history (and
present history too) should be seen as a series of relational contexts, com-
plete in themselves, that live off correspondences, legacies transmitted and
received in time: a series of pictures that do not lose sight of one another, be-
cause the thread goes from one to another. In a discreet and inconspicuous
way, women kept and keep the memory of thoughts and practices of their grand-
mothers and, with original touches, choosing times and ways, they redisco-
ver them, making them shine again. Experience and practice, on being en-
trusted to words, are transformed into philosophy and become legible and trans-
mittable. In this text we analyse two relational contexts that, in spite of being
separated by a space of several centuries, present us with analogies and co-
rrespondences: the salons de pierre of the Troubadour courts and the salons
of the dames de lettres in seventeenth century France. We understand that
whether we look in a general panoramic way at the history of the West or go
into depth and analyse historical contexts very distant in time from another,
the connections, the analogies, even the links between some of them, jump
into view. So that we consider that the discourse of referents can be gener-
alized: it is a question of using the thread and winding it from one historical
context to another, from one moment to another. Womenʼs history presents,
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apparently, empty spaces, but there is the hustle and bustle of memory, we
are in the middle of it, the scholarly women: looking for and retying the mis-
placed threads, we reconstruct the continuity of history, we collect the eloquent
legacies, not ignoring either those less immediately visible, and we transmit
them, thus bringing into play our relationship with the women and men of the
past.
CARLOS REQUENA AMADAS Feminine Authority and Male Resignifying. Re-
flections on the Relationship Between Lou Andreas Salomé and Rainer Ma-
ría Rilke (Autoridad femenina y resignificación masculina. Algunas reflexiones
alrededor de la relación entre Lou Andreas Salomé y Rainer María Rilke, p.
33). Taking feminine authority as the fundamental element of the resignifying
or reorientation of the male symbolic, and as a result of the experiences of
personal relationship, of university learning and readings, and in relation to
historical binomials such as those of Teresa of Avila and Juan of the Cross,
or Margarita Porete and Master Eckhart, I attempt to look in more depth at the
relationship between the sexes and at the transference of that feminine au-
thority by studying the rich and complex relationship that existed between Lou
Andreas Salomé and Rainer Maria Rilke. In Rainer we can observe a need
to get closer to otherness and opening that is uncommon amongst men; how-
ever, more weight seems to be given to the rejection of the relationship and
a tendency towards isolation, attitudes that seem to belong to our sex and that
may explain the destructive attitude towards a world that we seem to under-
stand as a projection of ourselves. In this text I dare to outline a possible so-
lution to male uprootedness and our not knowing how to be; it is a question
of paying attention to women and to their thought, taking into account not only
that their interpretations are unique and of difficult access to the present day
male symbolic, but also that they carry a high content of mediation which can
improve our relationship with the world. 
PAT CARRA, Humour Marks Difference (El humor marca la diferencia, p. 45).
I began to work when I was small, making comics, funny stories, jokes. I come
from a family with a lot of women. They were the first protagonists and the ori-
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ginal audience for my vignettes. The family theatre was a mine of inspiration
and lent itself to the telling of conflicts and alliances, scandals and dramas. I
desperately needed to transform my anger and, too, my motherʼs anger, I need-
ed to come out alive from the terribly violent fights, real domestic wars, that
were unleashed, above all after the premature death of my father, in our fu-
rious beehive. The humorous way out almost always worked: in this I was lucky.
I did caricatures, little plays, imitations and, above all, jokes. I set out from the
fortunate position of being at least two: in general it was my twin sister Cristi-
na and I; my sister appreciated it and would laugh. Humour is nourished by
shared pleasure in intense situations. It needs relationship. At its base is the
desire to create an alliance founded on pleasure, on bringing about a dis-
placement of perspective in the company of another person. It is the desire
to play, also in the midst of bombs. In my story, it is not chance that the first
real publication of my jokes took place in 1982, for a book/catalogue of the
Milan Womenʼs Bookstore, Le madri di tutte noi (The Mother Of Us All), writ-
ten in a group. We reflected on our preferred women writers and discovered
in them our symbolic mothers. For me it was the discovery of the symbolic
mothers of the humour that marks difference, the discovery of my favourite
writers: Jane Austen and Ivy Compton-Burnett. In my jokes, the sign is sim-
ple and essential; I work more by removing than by adding, and I prefer to le-
ave some strokes open and blank spaces. Sometimes I begin with the text,
with the occurrence, and the drawing comes later, but mostly it is a concept
which little by little takes form, and turns literally into the bodies of the char-
acters. And the characters are in the main of the female sex.
LUISA MURARO, Equality Between the Sexes, a Mirage, or Rather, a Far-
ce (La igualdad entre los sexos, un espejismo o, mejor, una farsa, p. 93). Un-
til yesterday, I used to say: equality between the sexes is a mirage. Now I be-
gin to think that it is a farce. It is necessary to believe, and make others be-
lieve that, if women do not fill the same posts as men, do not have the same
positions, do not choose the same jobs and do not aim at the same goals, then
that is the irrefutable proof of discrimination to the detriment of women. To tell
oneself simply that, perhaps, women do not want to because, perhaps, they
have other priorities, is such an audacious hypothesis that no professional wo-
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man politician dares to formulate it. Some woman sociologist yes, but cau-
tiously. Because of this, with all the seriousness in the world, statistics are pub-
lished in which it turns out that, when it comes to the feminine condition, Italy
is more backward than Vietnam or Rwanda. But why such a farce? The an-
swer that comes to me is simply this: it continues to be necessary to pretend
that women are inferior to men. Not any more through nature, as used to be
said, but rather through discrimination.
It is time to finish with this pseudo-feminist drama. We would then begin to
win back time to deal with the real problems that present themselves. One of
them is the male attachment to power. The true problem is not the fact of the
failed division of power, fifty/fifty, between women and men, but the attach-
ment that men have to power. If this was a moral vice, we would be able to
look for the way to correct it, like avarice or greed used to be corrected. But
the male attachment to power is a matter of identity. It is transmitted by the
current models of virility. 
VICTOR J. SEIDLER, Naming, Power, Borders and Margins. (Nombrando:
Poder, fronteras y márgenes, p. 63). The article explores the historical rela-
tionship between modernities and masculinities. The author analyse how En-
lightenment rationalism and different colonialisms were based in the estab-
lishment of names, boundaries and borders that survive into our present, point-
ing out the importance to reclaim all the traumatic histories behind these tra-
ces. Seidler bases his reflection on two different contexts, wich are connec-
ted: the possibility to open up intercultural dialogues based on differences, and
masculinities. The author analyse the possibility of imagine alternatives wich
can challenge whether prevalent masculinities or whether dominant discourses
on interculturality in order to respond to power. Pointing out the significance
of aknowledge gender relations to speak and learn how we could listen to all
those voices wich are speaking from the margins.
RAKEL AGUIRRE ZANDUETA, FRIDA or the Possibility of Feminine Free-
dom in the “Media” (FRIDA o la posibilidad de libertad femenina en los «me-
dia», p.141). The lack of spaces of their own has meant the forming of what
María-Milagros Rivera describes as a feminine world. A world of womenʼs own,
that does not allow itself to be seduced by power, in which the spaces of fem-
inine freedom also reach fields such as that of communication. A communi-
cation born of women in relationship, with a language of their own, that does
not seek to compete with the traditional spaces of power but rather has as its
objective the opening up of spaces of feminine freedom.
This need of women for differentiated ways of communicating has had as a
result the birth of experiences such as that carried out by the women of FRI-
DA-KAHLOMEDIA. The first, FRIDA, was born as an informative project in
the printed form in the magazine format. The second, KAHLOMEDIA, is thought
of as a platform for publishing services and advertising. This project represents
an example of the expression of feminine freedom in the field of communi-
cation.
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